
Emma Oji’s Poster Problem Answers
Clue 1 I’ve Got My Eye on You...

The vowel digraph with the most matching words is ow so the emoji’s eyes are closed.

Clue 2 A Careful Look

The suffix -ment is used the most. 
Does the poster-stealing emoji have eyebrows? Yes  No

ou ow
mouth frown
sound owl
cloud growl
out crowd

cow

Sentence -ment -ness

The theft happened under the cover of dark         .

Emma Oji gave a state          to the police.

There is a lot of quiet          surrounding the theft.

I can’t believe the bold          of the thief!

There is so much disappoint          in the city.

People are in amaze          that somebody could do this.

I know that good          will win in the end. 

The poster thief will be given a punish         .

Did they get enjoy          from stealing the posters?

The helpful          of the police has been amazing.

Everyone is in agree          that the crime was mean.

The emoji’s rude          is surprising to me.

I hope pay          will be made to replace the posters.

I can’t believe Emma Oji’s calm          about the situation.

The place          of the CCTV cameras has helped the police.
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Clue 3 Word of Mouth

There are 5 real words and 7 nonsense words.  
There are more nonsense words so the emoji’s mouth is open.

Clue 4 By the Skin of Their Teeth

The letters st are used the most.
Does the poster-stealing emoji have teeth?   Yes             No

Clue 5 More Than a Feeling

The poster-stealing emoji is feeling worried. The emoji that stole the posters is:

Real Words Nonsense Words
shark landpot
waits phote
oyster joush
dreams sneep
rescue whame

pandwid
dirster

st sk
just desk
rest skin
step skip
stop tusk
nest

Start
seed deep weep reelf yeelp heent
deet fleem bleed leeft beelk beent
leem beeg cheek feel been meend
theet heef cleem seeft queen bleem
sneed weeb bleen sweet sheep meelk
pleen weef gleed screen geelp cleeck
bleeb queel sleeb street jeest meest
sheem sleeg veep speech bee heelp
sleef gleef fleep bleeng feet free
zeet pleeb sleem gleez gleef sleep

happy sad sleepy worried
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